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ArtStorTM High-Density Storage
TAB’s ArtStor™ high-density storage system is designed to hang virtually any size piece 
of framed or unmounted artwork. ArtStor’s unique mesh frames accommodate any 
specially designed hooks, allowing easy organization and secure storage of even the 
most delicate masterpieces.

Dimensions
Screen Dimensions
• Widths: 42”, 48”, 54”, and 60”
• Height: 60”, 66”, 72”, 78”, 84”, 90”, 96”, and 120”

Carriage Dimensions
• Widths: 42” to 240”
• Height: 18” to 22”

Shipping and Handling
Weight varies by size and options.
Contact TAB for more information.

Warranty
TAB’s ArtStorTM products are backed
by a Lifetime Product Warranty.

Features
Reduces required floor space by 50%

Accommodates framed or unmounted artwork

Specially designed hooks for easy organization

Configure side-by-side on one track or nest
carriages using two tracks

Carriage bumpers ensure adequate spacing
and protection of artwork

Heavy-duty support bars for stabilization
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There is a lot more to TAB Storage

Speak with a member of the TAB Storage team today to learn more about our diverse 
range of multi-purpose storage solutions:

High-Density Mobile Storage  Metal Shelving Solutions  Lockers (Traditional and Smart)

Filing and Storage Cabinets  Public Safety/Weapons Storage Technology Storage

Secure, Efficient and Versatile.
TAB offers a wide range of storage solutions from a simple filing cabinet to a high-density mobile storage solution
and everything in-between. We can help you store just about any physical object you can imagine, including records, 
manufacturing materials, retail inventories, equipment, weapons, museum and library collections, and more.

Our solutions help you optimize your use of space, minimize real estate and storage costs, improve worker efficiency, 
and enhance security and compliance.

TAB storage solutions combine expert advice with the best products for the job, all made in North America. Our team 
has deep knowledge of a wide range of sectors and their needs, including; education, finance & banking, government, 
legal, military, public safety, office, library, retail, manufacturing, warehousing and more. 




